Questions Log-- Linked Library Data Webinar—March 16, 2011 1:00pm Central Standard Time



Q: Authority data is actually not a description but the authority for a controlled vocabulary for both subjects and Corporate, personal and other official names. 
A: This is in many respects true, especially in that the “description” is a description of authorized access points in some kind of Knowledge Organization Scheme. Viewing an id.loc.gov representation of the abstract idea of Lorises, for example (http://id.loc.gov/authorities/sh85078411.rdf), the URI clearly marks the thing it’s describing as a SKOS Concept, defined as “…an idea or notion; a unit of thought"--http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/#concepts, and associates it with particular “concept schemes”. 

This becomes a bit more interesting when moving to people and places, where some of the metadata in the “descriptions” of the access points is actually about the person. For example, Bob Dylan’s name/subject heading wasn’t born in 1941—he was. I like VIAF’s current approach to this—Bob Dylan’s VIAF record is at http://viaf.org/viaf/111894442/rdf.xml,. This data makes it clear that these are SKOS Concepts as well, but they are “about” (foaf:focus) entities that could be represented as foaf:person or as rdaEnt:Person. The cluster of descriptive metadata includes both descriptions of the heading—in various schemes—and descriptions of the person—again, in different schemes.
A
Q: What is a URI? 
A: A Uniform Resource Identifier is a broad term for identifiers on the Internet. It includes URL’s, which are used to Locate something on the Web, and URN’s, which are used to Name something. For example, an ISBN can be made into a URI though resolving it may not result in a representation of the book itself: urn:isbn:0-486-27557-4. (Example taken from Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniform_Resource_Identifier)

Q: Is there a way to produce a linked data cloud around a term or organization just to see what is already available? 
A: Not quite. There are a few approaches that start moving toward meeting this need. One is the catalog of datasets being compiled by the Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network. Though not truly comprehensive, this is one of the best sources of information about data sets that have been made available. It’s curated into groups, including a library group (http://ckan.net/group/lld); also a metasearch engine was just announced searching CKAN and additional sources (http://opendatasearch.org/).

Q: If there was damage to the Japan libraries/ organizations, since this is "in the cloud", would they be protected?
A; It depends on how caching and proxying are managed by consumers and aggregators of that data. The nice thing about building the linked data Web on the current Web’s infrastructure is that there is a lot of good practice to follow in regard to caching and proxying. For some thoughts on this, see Dan Chudnov’s excellent blog post from after the initial lcsh.info project went offline: http://onebiglibrary.net/story/caching-and-proxying-linked-data. A paper on this topic was also just published for Linked Data on the Web 2011, to be presented next week in Hyderabad, India: “How Caching Improves Efficiency and Result Completeness for Querying Linked Data” http://events.linkeddata.org/ldow2011/papers/ldow2011-paper05-hartig.pdf. Note, the LDOW2011 papers were only published this weekend, so I haven’t yet read this.

Q: What is a DOI?
A; DOI stands for Digital Object Identifier. This is a URI scheme used by the publishing industry for identifying journal articles. A resolver exists to turn these URI’s into URLs for accessing the referenced articles: http://dx.doi.org/. DOIs are also often useful for openURL resolution.

Q: Can you explain RDF as it relates to linked data?
A:  Initially, the linked data design note made no mention of the specific technologies (excepting HTTP URIs). At some point, the design note was updated to the version you see today, which explicitly references RDF in rule 3 http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html. There was a lot of chatter about this a couple of years ago. This post, though squarely in the “Linked Data can exist without RDF” camp, provides a pretty good summary and links to both sides of the issue: http://cloudofdata.com/2009/07/does-linked-data-need-rdf/ . Also, see this very neutral breakdown of the debate: http://blogs.cetis.ac.uk/lmc/2010/03/16/when-is-linked-data-not-linked-data-a-summary-of-the-debate/ 

Q: I am seeing the word "cloud" used for so many information related topics. Can you differentiate between "the cloud" of linked data and "cloud computing?" Are there similarities here, or are these two uses of the word cloud totally different? 
A: I think these are probably fairly different versions of the term, and probably the most significant similarity is the shape of literal clouds and how this might be represented in a diagram. The LOD cloud, to my mind, is more like a tag cloud in that it’s a cloud shaped picture representing a collection of data. Cloud computing, on the other hand, is more about the software as a service (SAS) model where applications live on the Web rather than on your desktop, eg Google Docs as opposed to Microsoft Office. Note that this is a vast oversimplification of the idea of SAS and “the Cloud”.  All of that said, there are certainly areas where a distributed Web of useful metadata would further some of the goals of “cloud computing”, particularly in regard to resource discovery. An interesting article from Paul Miller talks a bit about the intersections: http://www.zdnet.com/blog/semantic-web/welcome-to-the-data-cloud-/205 

Q: Good summary. Thanks!
A: You’re welcome! Glad it was useful.


Q: When you first use an acronym, etc., would you please explain what it stands for?
A: I try, and I don’t always succeed. Particularly when trying to cover a lot in a short time.  Thanks for the reminder, though.

Q: How can we make all library data into URIs? Such as pagination, dimensions, etc...? Is there a URI for 20 cm? It's hard to picture a "record" created using solely URIs....is this how you picture the future of library catalogs..."records" full of URIs? 
A: Much of the data you describe here will probably best be represented by Literals (text strings). However, 20 cm presents an interesting example. In order to allow for maximum machine processing potential, it may make sense to reference this data as the string “20” and a unit of measure URI such as http://example.org/units/cm. This way, a machine could, for example, convert that value to another unit of measure or display it in some other form.

Q: Will the RDA element set replace MARC? Or will we begin seeing crosswalking from MARC to RDA elements in library catalogs?
A: There’s no sure answer to this. I suspect we’ll be working with the existing stores of MARC-based bibliographic metadata for some time to come. It may never go away, just as there is a great deal of pre-AACR2 data in our current MARC ecosystems, and many institutions are still going through retrospective conversion processes to create MARC data from catalog cards. 
A
Q: I have not seen any examples of non-MARC RDA.  Do you have any examples, because you said, "... Probably *won't* be stored in MARC" 
A: I hadn’t looked at these previously, but I’ve now been pointed to the non-MARC Data on the US-RDA Test Site: http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/RDAtest/rdatestrecords.html. Particularly the file labeled “RDA bibliographic records (non-MARC) [Zipped XML version; 50 records; 124 KB--Unzip to access records; updated 02/15/11]” I hadn’t looked at these before now, and find them interesting. The file seems to be mostly MODS and some DC records applying RDA rules, but no use of RDA Vocabularies that I can find.

Q: Are you saying that, eventually, we will create uri instead of bib records, and where will we store them? 
A: I think we’ll create URIs for resources, and then create, collect and curate statements about those resources, referenced via their URIs. Some of these will simply be relationships between URIs and some will be text strings. I suspect we’ll store the data itself in a variety of ways, both within the tools we use to create it and within the tools and interfaces that consume it. This is a difficult question to answer, but some of the resources about publishing linked data on the Web might help frame the question and response a bit better.

Q: What reading would you recommend for getting a grasp on the basics of RDA, RFD, FRBR, etc? I'm an MLIS student just getting into cataloging. 
A: Please see bibliography below. 

Q: wouldn't it be interesting if there were an "authority control" vendor which could provide linked data in ones catalog?
A: Hmmm. Some systems vendors are starting to move in this direction, and services like id.loc.gov and viaf.org provide some of the data that could be used to manage this sort of development. 

Q: LC has non-MARC bib. records cataloged using RDA in the US-RDA Test site 
A: Thank you for the pointer! http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/RDAtest/rdatestrecords.html

Q: Suggestions for further reading?
 A: Please see bibliography below.


Q: Corey -  some files are not in MARC
A: Thanks! http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/RDAtest/rdatestrecords.html

Q: Is anyone starting to offer hands-on training? What kinds of tools are available to start publishing linked data? 
A: This would be a great next step. Someone should develop a roundup of tools, both for publishing and for consuming linked data. A couple of starting points for this include the W3C LLD Incubator Groups’ tools list: http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/lld/wiki/Tools#Tools_List, and this recent list of python based tools: http://www.michelepasin.org/techblog/2011/02/24/survey-of-pythonic-tools-for-rdf-and-linked-data-programming/. In terms of hands-on training, both from a code/systems perspective and from a data/cataloger perspective, I think this may be an excellent task for the LITA/ALCTS interest group, so stay tuned for more information about that.

Brief Bibliography and resource list (not including links in Slides, or in above answers)

Examples from talk not in slides

Linked LCCN, James Madison record showing use of RDAVocab:
http://lccn.lcsubjects.org/76090902 
Link from LCCN to Open Library:
http://openlibrary.org/books/OL4910919M/James_Madison_1751-1836 
CKAN group for Linked Library Data Sets (NOT COMPREHENSIVE)
http://ckan.net/group/lld
LIBRIS (Swedish Union Catalog) Linked Data, showing use of BIBO:
http://libris.kb.se/data/bib/5060570 
DBPedia page for Bob Dylan
http://dbpedia.org/page/Bob_Dylan (non-rdf)
http://dbpedia.org/data/Bob_Dylan (rdf)

Links that didn't make it into demo due to time constraints:

	Use of RDFa for inclusion in Google's new "recipe" search:
http://www.google.com/support/webmasters/bin/answer.py?answer=173379 

Very cool demo of browsing government data sets, including links into WorldCat by subjects derived from LCSH at id.loc.gov:
http://datagov.clarkparsia.com/ 
Writeup of the above:
http://weblog.clarkparsia.com/2010/05/26/another-reason-semantic-web-kicks-ass 

General Linked Data / SemWeb Readings

	Berners-Lee, T. Linked data: 
http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html 

Berners-Lee, Tim. The next Web of open, linked data. TED Talk (video): http://www.ted.com/talks/tim_berners_lee_on_the_next_web.html 
New “Learn Linked Data” Blog, intended as introductory overview and tutorial posts:
http://learnlinkeddata.com/ 
Heath, T and Bizer, H. Linked Data. (free ebook)
http://linkeddatabook.com/editions/1.0/ 
Campbell, L and MacNeill, S. “Semantic Web, Linked and Open Data” JISC Briefing Paper
http://wiki.cetis.ac.uk/images/1/1a/The_Semantic_Web.pdf 
Sauerman, L & Cyganiak, R (eds.) Cool URIs for the Semantic Web:
http://www.w3.org/TR/2007/WD-cooluris-20071217/ 
Mendelsohn, Noah. The Self-Describing Web. 
http://www.w3.org/2001/tag/doc/selfDescribingDocuments.html 
Bizer, T, Cyganiak, R, & Heath, T. How to publish linked data on the Web.
http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/bizer/pub/LinkedDataTutorial/ 


Linked Library Data / Library Metadata

	Riley, J “RDF For Librarians” Excellent powerpoint, handout and videos
http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/education/brownbags/archives.shtml#fall2010 

Hillmann, D, Coyle, K, Phipps, J, Dunsire, G. RDA Vocabularies: Process, Outcome, Use
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/january10/hillmann/01hillmann.html 
Coyle, K. Understanding the Semantic Web: Bibliographic Data and Metadata. 
http://www.alatechsource.org/library-technology-reports/understanding-the-semantic-web-bibliographic-data-and-metadata 
Coyle, K. RDA Vocabularies for a Twenty-First-Century Data Environment
http://www.alatechsource.org/library-technology-reports/rda-vocabularies-for-a-twenty-first-century-data-environment 
Tennant, R. The semantic web part I: promises, promises:
http://blog.libraryjournal.com/tennantdigitallibraries/2009/01/06/the-semantic-web-part-i-promises-promises/ 
Tennant, R. The Semantic Web, Part II: Linked Data
http://blog.libraryjournal.com/tennantdigitallibraries/2009/01/07/the-semantic-web-part-ii-linked-data/ 
Harper, C. DCMI: Beyond the Element Set:
http://www.niso.org/publications/isq/free/FE_DCMI_Harper_isqv22no1.pdf

